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Objectives and Motivation
This special session (named SS-AIE) will bring together brilliant engineers from academics and industrial background to exchange ideas for development and advancement of intelligent systems and cognitive science approaches for educational computing applications.

Scope and Interests
SS-AIE solicits empirical and theoretical papers particularly (but not exclusively) in the following lines of research and application:
1. Learning contexts and informal learning
2. Representing and analyzing activity flow and discourse during learning.
4. Scaling up and large-scale deployment of “artificial intelligent in education” systems.
5. Design and formative studies of “artificial intelligent in education” systems.
6. Domain-specific learning applications
7. Educational games and gamification
8. Studies on human learning, cognition, affect, motivation, and attitudes.
9. Models of teaching and learning
10. Intelligent and interactive technologies in an educational context.

Paper Submission
All instructions and templates for submission can be found in the ICCMIT2018 website: http://www.iccmit.net/.

Important Dates
| Paper abstract submission: | February 15, 2018 |
| Notification of acceptance: | February 22, 2018 |
| Final paper submission and authors camera ready: | March 7, 2018 |
| Conference Dates: | April 2-4, 2018 |